Abstract. In this paper, we develop a Vietnamese Question Answering system to answer simple questions about provisions, processes, procedures, and sanctions in law on enterprises Vietnam. Research to build a Vietnamese Question Answering system is more difficult than English Question Answering system because of lack of Vietnamese processing resources and tools, or their results isn't high. We have utilized available Vietnamese resources, tools and modified some tools (such as Lucene) and algorithms, which worked well in English, applies in Vietnamese. From that, we have proposed a similarity-based model to build a Vietnamese Question Answering system in Vietnam's legal documents, namely vLawyer system. In experimental section, we achieved promising result, about 70% precision in legal documents, it proved that our approach is reasonable in legal document domain.
Introduction
Today, the development of the information technology has made people overwhelmed in huge documents in the internet. The internet contains lots of useful documents for users, but it has also no less dirty ones. So, to utilize useful documents quickly and effectively, it has to be necessary to develop a system to satisfy those demands. A Question Answering (QA) system is the answer for that. It isn't like the information retrieval (IR) system, only returning a list of documents related to keywords of user's query, QA gives a succinct and short answer for a query as user's natural language. QA becomes a subject which has attracted lots of research groups. It is a system inherited from the information retrieval system, it helps text mining becomes more effectively, quickly and practically. While the English QA achieved lots of remarkable results, the Vietnamese QA has still been under development because there are lots of difficulties in lack of resources and tools to process natural language such as Chunker, Named Entity Recognition (NER), etc. In this paper, we want to utilize some available tools in Vietnamese natural language processing such as VietTokenizer, jvnTagger, etc and other tools such as Lucene which is a very strong tool to support to build information retrieval systems. Besides, we have also utilized ideas of some algorithms applied in English effectively such as KEA (Keyphrase Extraction Algorithm) to identify the keyphrases, this algorithm is cross-language. With limited resources and tools, we hope to have a little contribution to build a Vietnamese QA system. In this system, we develop a Vietnamese QA system bases on Vietnam's legal documents, especially as law on enterprises 2005. The remaining of this paper is organized as followed: in next section, we present some related works for our system. In section 3, we introduce to overview about legal documents. And in section 4, we present our built system, namely vLawyer, including the theoretical basis to build our system and system architecture. Finally, in section 5, we present a case study, give the conclusion and future works.
Related Works
While the IR system had more and more exact results, the QA system has not still impressed results yet, especially as Vietnamese. However, developing Vietnamese QA system has had first-step respected results. We will show some achievements in developing Vietnamese QA system as followed: Vu Mai Tran, Vinh Duc Nguyen, Oanh Thi Tran, Uyen Thu Thi Pham, ThuyQuang Ha [3] studied to build a Vietnamese QA system in travel domain by incorporating Snowball methodology and relational extraction using search engines. The system, firstly, extracted patterns and tuples into dataset. This system supported to answer simple questions about entities relationship. When it received a user's query, it would extract entities and look for related candidate relations. Then, it calculated similarities between query vector and all patterns of candidate relations to choose the best pattern. Finally, it built a query to database by using entity information (E) and relation (R) to get tuples contained relation R and entity E. According to authors, this system achieved 89.7% precision and 91.4% ability to give the answer when testing on traveling domain.
Mai-Vu Tran, Duc-Trong Le, Xuan-Tu Tran, Tien-Tung Nguyen [4] built a Vietnamese person named entity question answering model. It's a closed QA answering person factoid questions (such as Who, Whose, Whom). The question processing model used CRF mechine learning algorithm and two automatic answering strategies: indexed sentences database-based and Google search engine-based. If answers were not found in database, the question would be pushed into Google search engine. The system filtered candidate answer collection based on their similarities with question and assigned a priotity number to the candidate answers. Finally, the system ranked the answers and sent to user for final validation in order to extract the exact answer. According to authors, the system obtains 74.63% precision and 87.9% ability to give the answer.
Dai Quoc Nguyen, Dat Quoc Nguyen, Son Bao Pham [5] proposed an ontoloybased Vietnamese question answering system that allowed users to make a query in natural language. It included two components: question processing and answer retrieval. They built a set of relations in the ontology that included only two person relations. According to authors, results were relatively high, the Question Analysis module and the Answer Retrieval module achieve an accuracy of 95% and 70% respectively, 5% remaining errors are due to the lack of coverage of their Jape grammars in the pattern-matching module. However, the cost for building the database was high.
Dang-Tuan Nguyen and Ha Quy-Tinh Luong [9] built a system to search courses in Vietnam OpenCourseWare program, it allowed users to input question in vietnamese natural language. It, firstly, extracted terms from VOCW pages and stored in ontology-based knowledge. When it received user's query, the system would analysis question parser based on the set of defined syntax rules and build a query in SPAEQL to get data on VOCW ontology.
Dang Truong Son, Dao Tien Dung [11] built a Vietnamese QA system by mapping user's query with questions in a defined dataset as couples of question/answer which were extracted from the internet. With returned answers, authors hope that one of them will satisfy user's demand. According to authors, they extracted 90000 couples of question/answer from Yahoo Answer and also got 50 questions randomly for testing, they obtained higher results compared with answering results from Yahoo.
From these systems, we try to build a question answering system in a relatively popular and useful domain, namely legal documents, based on similarities between documents with using tf × idf weight and latent semantic indexing.
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Vietnam's Legal Documents
In this section, we introduce overview of Vietnam's legal documents and a legal structure. According to Law No. 17/2008/QH12: "Legal documents are documents issued or jointly issued by state agencies in accordance with the authority, formats, sequence of steps and procedures prescribed in this Law or the Law on the Promulgation of Legal Documents of People's Councils and People's Committees, which includes common rules of conducts, which has compulsory effectiveness and the implementation of which is guaranteed by the Government to regulate social relations.". The system of legal documents includes (in order of legal priority):
• Constitution, laws and resolutions of the National Assembly.
• Ordinances and resolutions of the Standing Committee of the National Assembly.
• Orders and decisions of the State President.
• Decrees of the Government.
• Decisions of the Prime Minister.
• Resolutions of the Justices' Council of the Supreme People's Court and circulars of the Chief Justice of the Supreme People's Court.
• Circulars of the President of the Supreme People's Procuracy.
• Circulars of Ministers or Heads of Ministry-equivalent Agencies.
• Decisions of the State Auditor General.
• Joint resolutions of the Standing Committee of the National Assembly or the Government and the central offices of socio-political organizations.
• A legal document content is divided by levels: chapters, sections, articles, clauses of an article, each clause can contain small sentences. When extracting legal documents from Ministry of Justice's website, the system also gets these documents and bases on this priority to assign a boost value to documents when indexing documents with Lucene. A legal structure includes: assumption, provision and sanction.
• Assumption designates situations (conditions and circumstances) which can occur in practice.
• Provision is subject's behaviors when it faces the situation which is mentioned in assumption section.
• Sanction gives penalities if the subject does not perform rightly what the provision section designated in the situation of the assumption section.
When extracting candidate passages, the system will get an article or a clause of the article or a sentence of the clause of the article, namely a legal.
vLawyer System
We named the system as vLawyer (Virtual Lawyer), this is a Vietnamese question answering system to answer simple questions about Vietnam's law on enterprises text. Questions can mention about provisions, processes, procedures and sanctions in law on enterprises. The system allows a question as natural language and the answer is an relevant article or a clause of the article or a sentence of the clause of the article.
Theoretical Basis
Document Preparation
A legal document must be concise, clear and conform. Thus, it's necessary to choose reliable sources to extract. We choose Vietnam Ministry of Justice's website to extract laws, decrees, circulars, decisions that are still validity or partially validity. All of documents were converted to lowcases and tokenized and tagged Pos by VietTokenizer and jvnTagger [16] respectively. This corpus will be bigger and bigger during user's searching process. If the system doesn't find the answer in current corpus, it will push query to Google search engine to get more documents from Vietnam Ministry of Justice's website.
At present, we extracted about 113 documents, including laws, decrees, circulars, decisions related to law on enterprise.
Lucene Tool
Lucene [1] is a free and strong open-source information retrieval software library, developed by Dough Cutting. This library includes basic functions for indexing and searching. Lucene responses results quickly from a big set of files because Lucene searching bases on documents' index, but not simple to search on text directly. Lucene has chosen by lots of researchers because it's simple, effective and crosslanguage.
In Lucene, the unit of searching and indexing is documents. A document has lots of fields, each field is a couple of name/value. Indexing in Lucene is to create the document with one or lots of fields. To index the text, Lucene extracts the keywords and removes stopwords, keywords are created inverted index and stored into each segment for searching.
After indexing documents, we can search with Lucene based indexed results. Searching in Lucene bases on a list of keywords and logic operators (AND, OR, NOT). When searching, users must designate a field to search and make a query, Lucene uses this query to search results for user, based on ranking the similarity scores between documents and the query.
In this system, we use the set of documents extracted from Vietnam Ministry of Justice's website and they are tokenized by VietTokenizer and indexed by Lucene. When the system receives user's query, it will extract keyphrases/keywords and search relevant documents by using Lucene.
Term Weight
Three following weights are used the most in term weights: tf×idf weight:
• Inverse Document Frequency (idf) is a measure of general importance of the term. We can use the following formular to calculate idf:
where N is the number of documents in collection, df t is document frequency of term t.
• tf × idf meanings: If the term appears lots of times within a document (tf is high), that term is able to be a keyword in that document. However, if that term also appears lots of times in various documents (df is also high), then it may be a common term (less meaningful) such as "và" ("and"), "hoặc" ("or"), .... When idf has responsible of descending the score of that term. This weight can be calculated as followed:
, 0
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)
LSI is an approach to index automatically by mapping documents and terms into LSI space. The mapping way bases on a concept, namely Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). SVD is the way to reduce multi-dimension data, reduce a big data so that the remainder only focuses on necessary data from original data. LSI solves two problems in vector space as synonymy and polysemy. We perform to decompose term-document matrix into smaller matrixes. To do that, we use SVD: C = U.S.V T (where C namely a term-document matrix), where:
• U matrix is a matrix which each row is a vector of each term.
• V T matrix is matrix which each column is a vector of each document.
• S matrix is a diagonal matrix with descending singular value, it gives importance of each dimension.
Reducing SVD: We only retain k singular value, the remainder values are assigned
(k < min(M, N)). When S matrix is k×k, U matrix is M×k, V
T matrix is k×N, C k matrix in LSI space is M×N. We use SVD to calculate C k matrix. Calculating similarities on C k matrix will be more reliable result than on C matrix.
Noun Phrase and Verb Phrase
A Vietnamese noun phrase has overview of the structure as followed:
<previous sub-section> <center noun> <post sub-section> Example: "mái tóc đẹp" (a beautiful hair), noun "tóc" (hair) is a center noun, "mái" is a previous sub-section, "đẹp" is post sub-section.
It notes that a noun phrase is able to be the lack of previous sub-section or post sub-section, but unable to be the lack of the center noun.
Based on this base and refer to [7] , we chose the following patterns to extract Vietnamese noun phrases: The same as verb phrase, the overview of the structure as followed: <previous sub-section> <center verb> <post sub-section> In our using scope, we defined the following patterns to extract verb phrase:
• Verb + Noun. Example: đăng_ký doanh_nghiệp (enterprise registration)
• Verb + Verb. Example: thanh_toán chuyển_khoản (transfer payment)
• Verb + Adjective. Example: xử_lý nhanh (quick process)
• Verb + Verb + Noun. Example: đầu_tư phát_triển cơ_sở_hạ_tầng (invested in infrastructure development)
Besides, when extracting noun phrases and verb phrases, we also use the following rules:
• A phrase cannot start or end by stopwords, also contain special characters.
• A phrase has maximum length as 3.
• Using idf assigns score to the phrase to give the importance of the term in collection.
Based on documents were extracted on Vietnam Ministry of Justice's website, we extracted the set of 24771 two-terms phrases (both noun phrases and verb phrases) and 10360 three-terms phrases (both noun phrases and verb phrases).
Other Resources
In limited period of time, we also made two files manually so that the system gives results better:
• The set of synonymy terms in law text.
• An ontology about lines of business.
System Architecture
The vLawyer system includes two components:
• Question processing: in this one, the system will convert the question to lowcases and remove stopwords, special words in user query. It also tokenizes, assigns POS tagger to query and extracts keyphrases/keywords to build into Lucene query to search relevant documents.
• Answer selection: Based on documents searched above phase, we extract articles to calculate similarities with user's query and incorporate some heuristics to choose the best answer. If the system cannot give the answer from the current corpus, it will push the query to Google search engine to find more documents to supplement in current corpus.
Fig. 1. System Architecture
Question Processing
The query will be converted to lowcases and tokenized by VietTokenizer, assigned POS Tag by jvnTagger and removed stopwords, special words and question words. Extracting keyphrases, they are noun phrases or verb phrases have:
• The higher is score, the better is keyphrases.
• Priority for two-words phrases. If a three-words phrase contains a two-words phrase, but the two-words phrase has a higher score than the three-words phrase, we choose the two-words phrase is keyphrases.
The remaining is keywords. Afterward, we get synonymy terms of extracted terms. We build into Lucene query to search relevant documents.
Answer Selection
We choose first top-ten documents which Lucene evaluates the best high score and perform to extract candidate passages in those documents. The candidate passage is able to be an article or a clause of the article or a small sentence of the clause of the article. They are extracted towards the following rules: When reading an article, the system calculates the similarity between the title of the article with the query, if the result is over a defined threshold, then it will extract the whole article as a candidate passage. Otherwise, it continues to read clauses 1, 2, ... of this article and each clause does the same as above to decide to choose that clause for candidate passage or not. If not, it will read smaller sentences of clause as a), b),... the process is the same as above. If it still does not choose any candidate passages, the article will be ignored and continue to read other articles. The process's performed like that until the end of the document.
If the system cannot find any results from the set of documents returned by Lucene or extract any candidate passages from relevant documents. The query will be pushed to Google search engine to find the more relevant documents. Those documents will be supplemented to the current corpus.
If the system found the set of candidate passages, the system will build a term document matrix of candidate passages and the query, each element of that matrix is tf×idf weight of a term with respective candidate passage. Then, it calculates similarities between candidate passages and the query by cosin function and orders results by descending similarity scores.
Otherwise, the system reduces the threshold that was used to extract candidate passages and performs to choose candidate passages again. If they are found, the system will map them into LSI space and calculate similarities in this space. In this case, similarity calculation is in LSI space will be more reliable than normal vector space model.
Incorporating this result and some following heuristics, the system will choose the answer to return to user:
• Choosing the first top-ten results with highest similarity scores. The higher the similarity score is between candidate passage and query, the more it is an answer.
• The more the candidate passage contains the keyphrases/ keywords of the query, the more it is the answer.
• If two candidate passages contain the same as a number of keyphrases/keywords, the system will choose the candidate passage of the shorter length.
From those, we build the following formula to choose answers:
Where Ca: the candidate passage; Q: the user query; K: the list of keyphrases or keywords extracted from the user's query; sim(Ca, Q): the similarity score's between the candidate passage and user query; num(Ca, K): A number terms of K which Ca contains;
: the sum of scores of terms of K which Ca contains. We will choose first top-three results of Ans(Ca i ) score to give answers to user.
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Experiment, Conclusion and Future Works
Experiment
We extracted about 113 documents, including laws, decrees, circulars, decisions. All of these documents were indexed by Lucene. Based on these documents, we built the set of 24771 two-terms phrases (both noun phrases and verb phrases) and 10360 three-terms phrases (both noun phrases and verb phrases). They were used to extracted keyphrases or keywords of user's query.
We also build manually two resources: synonymy terms and ontology-based in law text.
To illuminate for our system model, we gives a following example: it assumes that user wants to query a question as: "Việc đăng ký thay đổi người đại diện theo pháp luật của công ty trách nhiệm hữu hạn, công ty cổ phần được pháp luật quy định như thế nào?" ("How to register the replacement of the legal representative of limited liability companies or joint-stock companies?") This query will be converted into lowercase to tokenize and tag Pos as followed: Q = "việc/N đăng_ký/V thay_đổi/V người/N đại_diện/V theo/V pháp_luật/N của/E công_ty_trách_nhiệm_hữu_hạn/N ,/, công_ty_cổ_phần/N được/V pháp_luật/N quy_định/V như_thế_nào/X" Afterward, it will be removed stopwords, special words, question words to extract keyphrases and keywords. The result as followed:
• Noun phrase: người đại_diện, • Verb phrase: đăng_ký thay_đổi • Terms: pháp_luật, công_ty_trách_nhiệm_hữu_hạn, công_ty_cổ_phần
The system continue to get the synonymy terms of above terms and build a query and push to Lucene as followed: ("người đại_diện"~1 OR "chủ_sở_hữu"~) AND "đăng_ký thay_đổi"~1 AND "pháp_luật"~ AND ("công_ty tnhh"~1 OR "công_ty_trách_nhiệm_hữu_hạn"~) AND ("công_ty_cổ_phần"~ OR "công_ty cp"~1)
With the current corpus, Lucene searches 6 relevant documents, including (in order of descending scores): Banks, score = 0.11 Then, the system will extract candidate passages from these documents, the system extracts 50 candidate passages. They will be calculated the similarity score with user query, the result as followed (in order of descending score): For testing, we got randomly 211 questions about law on enterprises and related law from reliable websites (such as Vietnam Ministry of Justice, vnexpress, ...) to test our system. We performed to match the result returned by our system and the answer of domain experts. We obtained the promising result, approximately 70% precision.
Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we presented an similarity-based approach for building the vLaywer system to answer questions about provisions, processes, procedures and sanctions in law on enterprises effectively. From [5] [9], we also tried to build a ontology about lines of business manually. However, it's still small, so the results of some questions ,which related to establish lines of business, is not high. We will develop this in the future. Compare with [4] [11] approaches, they also based on similarity between question and candidates or between question and other defined questions to choose answers for user's query, our obtained result is promising with the set of testing from internet randomly. With obtained results, it proved that our approach is reasonable. We recognized if the set of synonymy terms and ontology in law text is larger, the result is higher. So, in the future, we will push more semantics into the system by developing ontology-based system and building synonymy corpus in legal documents automatically. Besides, we will broaden other laws and types of question.
